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Physics implications of flat directions in free fermionic superstring models. I.
Mass spectrum and couplings

G. Cleaver,2,* M. Cvetič,2 J. R. Espinosa,1 L. Everett2,† P. Langacker,2 and J. Wang2
1CERN, TH Division, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

2Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19104-6396
~Received 12 August 1998; published 1 February 1999!

From the ‘‘top-down’’ approach we investigate physics implications of the class ofD- andF-flat directions
formed from non-Abelian singlets which are proved flat to all orders in the nonrenormalizable superpotential,
for a prototype quasi-realistic free fermionic string model with the standard model gauge group and three
families ~CHL5!. These flat directions have at least an additionalU(1)8 unbroken at the string scale. For each
flat direction, the complete set of effective mass terms and effective trilinear superpotential terms in the
observable sector are computed to all orders in the VEV’s of the fields in the flat direction. The ‘‘string
selection rules’’ disallow a large number of couplings allowed by gauge invariance, resulting in a massless
spectrum with a large number of exotics, in most cases excluded by experiment, thus signifying a generic flaw
of these models. Nevertheless, the resulting trilinear couplings of the massless spectrum possess a number of
interesting features which we analyze for two representative flat directions: for the fermion texture, baryon-
and lepton-number violating couplings,R-parity breaking, non-canonicalm terms, and the possibility of elec-
troweak and intermediate scale symmetry breaking scenarios forU(1)8. The gauge coupling predictions are
obtained in the electroweak scale case. Fermion masses possesst-b andt-m universality, with the string scale
Yukawa couplingsg andg/A2, respectively. Fermion textures are present for certain flat directions, but only

in the down-quark sector. Baryon- and lepton-number violating couplings can trigger proton decay,N-N̄
oscillations, leptoquark interactions andR-parity violation, leading to the absence of a stable LSP.
@S0556-2821~99!00205-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, there are several challenges to be faced in
investigation of the implications of superstring theory f
physics beyond the standard model~SM!. A primary obstacle
is the degeneracy of string vacua; a large number of st
models have been constructed, with as yet no fully reali
model. There is also no satisfactory scenario for supers
metry breaking in string theory either at the level of t
world-sheet dynamics or at the level of the effective theo
and hence no way to break supersymmetry in string mo
without introducing new parameters. It is hoped that iss
will have a resolution with a greater understanding of no
perturbative string dynamics.

Our strategy is to take a more modest view by restrict
our consideration to a class of string models of perturba
heterotic string vacua@1–5# which have the ingredients o
the minimal supersymmetric standard model~MSSM! and
thus the potential to be realistic. Such quasi-realistic mod
have been constructed in a weakly coupled heterotic su
string theory in a variety of constructions@6–11#. We con-
sider a class of free fermionic models@8–11# which have
N51 supersymmetry, the SM gauge group as a part of
gauge structure, and candidate fields for the three genera
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of quarks and leptons as well as two electroweak Higgs d
blets. These models also possess gauge coupling unifica
at MString;531017 GeV @12# without a gauge group unifi-
cation; this scale differs by an order of magnitude from t
unification scale obtained by extrapolating from the obser
low-energy values of the gauge couplings assuming
minimal particle content of the minimal supersymmet
standard model~MSSM!. ~For a review of the properties o
string models, see Ref.@13# and references therein.!

These models share a number of generic features. T
gauge structures contain at the tree level an additional n
Abelian ‘‘hidden’’ sector gauge group as well as a number
Abelian gauge groups, one of them generically anomalo
The SM hypercharge is determined as a linear combina
of the non-anomalousU(1)’s of themodel@or perhaps of the
U(1)’s that arise when the hidden sector gauge group
broken#. In addition to the MSSM fields, the particle conte
typically includes a number of fields which are nontrivi
representations under the SM~observable sector! gauge
group or the non-Abelian hidden sector gauge group~or
both!, as well as a number of non-Abelian singlet field
Most of the fields of a given model are charged under
U(1) gauge groups, such that in general there is no dist
separation between the observable and hidden sector g
groups.

In this class of models, the couplings are calculable
string theory; techniques have been developed to calcu
the superpotential@14–16,11,17,18# in principle to all orders
in nonrenormalizable terms. One generic feature of the
perpotentials is that additional world-sheet selection ru
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G. CLEAVER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 055005
forbid terms otherwise allowed by gauge invariance. Ho
ever, the determination of the Ka¨hler potential is more in-
volved in part because the Ka¨hler potential is not protected
by supersymmetric non-renormalization theorems and t
receives corrections at all orders in the string loop expans
Therefore, in the analysis that follows we assume a minim
Kähler potential, for the sake of simplicity.

The analysis of this class of quasi-realistic models p
ceeds in several stages. The first step is to address the
ence of the anomalousU(1) in the model. The underlying
superstring theory is anomaly-free, and hence there is a s
dard mechanism in the four-dimensional effective theory
which the axion-dilaton supermultiplet shifts underU(1)A in
such a way that all triangle anomalies are cancelled.
anomaly cancellation mechanism generates a nonzero F
Iliopoulos ~FI! contribution to theD term of the anomalous
U(1) at higher genus in string theory@19–21#. The FI term
would break supersymmetry in the original string vacuu
but certain scalar fields are triggered to acquire large vacu
expectation values~VEV’s! along D- and F-flat directions
@19,22#. The new ‘‘restabilized’’ vacuum is supersymmetri
with a gauge structure of reduced rank@in particular, the
anomalousU(1) is broken# and a reduced number of mas
less fields, as the fields which couple to the fields in the
direction can acquire string-scale masses and decouple
the theory. Therefore, an analysis of theD- andF-flat direc-
tions is the necessary first step in the investigation of
phenomenology of the string model.†Issues of anomalou
U(1) in string models and string~motivated! models are
discussed in@23,24#.‡

In a previous paper@17#, we developed techniques to cla
sify the flat directions of a general perturbative heterotic
perstring model with an anomalousU(1). For thesake of
simplicity, we chose to consider flat directions formed
non-Abelian singlets only, and selected the singlet fields w
zero hypercharge to preserve the SM gauge group.
method involves classifying the fields according to th
anomalous charge to see if flat directions that can cance
FI term can be formed. If such flat directions can be form
we construct the superbasis of all one-dimensional~i.e., that
which depend on one free VEV before imposing the anom
lous D term constraint! D-flat directions under the non
anomalousU(1)’s. The elements of the superbasis with t
appropriate sign of the anomalous charge to cancel the
term are the building blocks of theDA-flat directions of the
model.

For a subset of theseD-flat directions, the requirements o
gauge invariance as well as a string calculation of the su
potential to a given order suffice to proveF-flatness to all
orders in the nonrenormalizable superpotential. Our met
provides a systematic and complete classification of the s
set of theD-flat directions which can be proved to beF-flat
to all orders. Each of these flat directions corresponds
new restabilized string vacuum of a given model. We appl
our method to a prototype string model, model 5 of@11#
~CHL5!, in @17#, and more recently to a number of free fe
mionic string models in@18#.

The next stage of the analysis of this class of string m
els is to investigate the implications of each flat direction
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a given model. In general, a number ofU(1)’s arebroken in
each flat direction, though we find that usually at least o
U(1) in addition toU(1)Y remains unbroken. The coupling
of the fields in the flat direction to the other fields in th
model lead to the generation of effective mass terms, s
that some of the fields acquire superheavy masses and
couple from the theory. Effective trilinear couplings are al
induced from higher-dimensional terms for the remaini
light states, with implications for the phenomenology of t
model. Effective nonrenormalizable terms are a
generated.1 We have developed techniques to determine
effective bilinear and trilinear couplings to all orders in th
fields with nonzero VEV’s along a particular flat directio
Once these terms are determined, they are exact to all or
in the string genus expansion@26#. The details of the effec-
tive superpotential strongly depend on the flat direction
der consideration.

In this paper, we analyze a class of the flat directio
obtained in@17# for the prototype string model†model 5 in
@11# ~CHL5!‡, and investigate the implications of the ma
spectrum and effective trilinear couplings. We choose
consider flat directions with the maximal number of field
which also break the maximal number ofU(1)’s; in these
directions, oneU(1)8 is unbroken in addition toU(1)Y . We
generalize our techniques developed to proveF-flatness to
determine the effective renormalizable superpotential:

Massless spectrum. For each flat direction, we determin
the complete massless spectrum~at the string scale!. We find
that the flat directions considered share the undesirable
ture that along with the MSSM content there are additio
massless exotics. For the cases in which theU(1)8 is broken
at the electroweak scale, the exotic fermions remain li
compared to the electroweak scale, which is excluded
experiment. This feature indicates a general flaw of this ty
of models.

Trilinear terms. Nevertheless, we proceed and analyze
effective trilinear couplings. For each flat direction we det
mine all such couplings~to all orders in the VEV’s of fields
in the flat direction! in the observable sector of the theor
i.e., the SM andU(1)8 sector of the theory.~In addition we
include terms involving the hidden sector fields that play
role in the renormalization group analysis of the symme
breaking scenarios, a topic of a subsequent paper@27#.!

We then discuss the implications of these couplings. T
predictions~from as) for the electroweak gauge coupling
are presented. At the level of the trilinear superpotential,
consider the fermion masses and textures, baryon-
lepton-number violating couplings,R-parity breaking terms
and the absence of a stable lightest supersymmetric par
~LSP!, and the occurrence of the non-canonical~‘‘half’’ !
m-term. We identify types of symmetry breaking scenar
for U(1)8, one at the electroweak scale@28–32# and another

1However, nonrenormalizable terms competitive in strength
also present in the original superpotential, as well as generated
number of other ways, such as via the decoupling of heavy st
@25#, a nonminimal Ka¨hler potential, and the corrections to th
Kähler potential due to the large VEV’s.
5-2
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PHYSICS IMPLICATIONS OF FLAT . . . I. . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 055005
one at an intermediate scale@28,33#, and discuss the family
non-universality ofZ8 couplings.

While we calculated the mass spectrum and the effec
trilinear terms~in the observable sector! for all the flat direc-
tions ~classified in @17#!, we illustrate the techniques an
present the detailed analysis along the steps discussed a
for two representative flat directions.

In a subsequent paper@27# we plan to carry out further the
phenomenological consequences by introducing soft su
symmetry breaking mass parameters; we shall analyze
cific SM andU(1)8 symmetry breaking patterns, consiste
with experiment, and the particle mass spectrum at the e
troweak scale.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we revi
the flat direction analysis for this model given in@17#, and
present our techniques to compute the effective renorma
able superpotential for each flat direction considered.
Secs. III and IV the two respective representative examp
are analyzed in detail. Conclusions and a discussion of
ther investigations are given in Sec. V.

II. FLAT DIRECTIONS AND EFFECTIVE COUPLINGS

The model we choose to analyze is model 5 of@11#
~CHL5!, which has the gauge group

$SU~3!C3SU~2!L%obs3$SU~4!23SU~2!2%hid

3U~1!A3U~1!6. ~1!

In addition to the MSSM fields, the particle content includ
the additional chiral superfields:

6~1,2,1,1!1~3,1,1,1!1~ 3̄,1,1,1!14~1,2,1,2!12~1,1,4,1!

110~1,1,4̄,1!18~1,1,1,2!15~1,1,4,2!1~1,1,4̄,2!

18~1,1,6,1!13~1,1,1,3!142~1,1,1,1!, ~2!

where the representation under„SU(3)C , SU(2)L ,
SU(4)2 ,SU(2)2… is indicated. The complete list of field
with their U(1) charges are presented in Tables I~a!–I~c!.
Q, u, andd denote quark candidates~doublets or singlets!,
with D reserved for an exotic quark singlet.h generically
denote Higgs or lepton doublet candidates ande represents
possible lepton singlet candidates, whilew is left for other
singlets. Capital letters are reserved for fields in non-triv
representations of the hidden sector non-Abelian groups

The SM hypercharge is determined as a linear comb
tion of the non-anomalousU(1)’s, subject to basic phenom
enological criteria~see @18# for more details!. We require
three families of quarks and leptons, as well as at least
candidate electroweak Higgs doublets, with conventional
percharges. We also require grouping of all fields which
charged underU(1)em and/or transform underSU(3)C into
mirror pairs; this is a prerequisite to have the possibility
avoiding exactly massless charged and/or colored particle
the theory. In this model, these criteria lead to the uniq
hypercharge definition~first presented in@11#!
05500
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Y5
1

96
~28Q223Q328Q42Q51Q6! ~3!

@normalized to give Y~quark doublet!51/6#, with Kač-
Moody level kY5 11

3 . ~We calculatekY using the universal
Green-Schwarz relations; for more details, see@18#.!

A. Analysis of flat directions

The presence of the anomalousU(1) leads to the genera
tion of a nonzero FI termj in the correspondingD-term at
genus 1@19,20# ~at genus 2 for the dilaton tadpole@21#! in
string theory with

j5
gstring

2 M P
2

192p2
Tr QA , ~4!

in which gstring is related to the gauge couplingg by the
relationgstring5g/A2 @12# „g is normalized according to the
standard @grand unified theory~GUT!# conventions, i.e.,
TrTaTb5dab/2 for the generators of the fundamental rep
sentation ofSU(N)… and M P is the reduced Planck mas
such thatM P5M Pl /A8p, with M Pl;1.231019 GeV.

The FI D-term triggers the scalar componentsw i of cer-
tain chiral superfieldsF i to acquire VEV’s in such a way
that D- and F-flatness conditions are satisfied@19,22#. In
principle, the fields which acquire VEV’s may be those wi
nontrivial representations under the observable sector or
non-Abelian hidden sector. For simplicity, we restrict o
consideration to the non-Abelian singlet fields of the mod
and select only those fields with zero hypercharge to p
serve the SM gauge group at the string scale. TheD- and
F-flatness conditions for these fields are given by

DA5(
i

Qi
~A!uw i u21j50 ~5!

Da5(
i

Qi
~a!uw i u250 ~6!

Fi5
]W

]F i
50; W50. ~7!

We list the non-Abelian singlets of the model with the
U(1) charges in Table I.

In a previous paper@17#, we presented techniques to cla
sify the D- and F-flat directions of a general perturbativ
heterotic string model with an anomalousU(1), andillus-
trated the method by applying it to this model. We summ
rize the method and repeat the conclusions here for the
of completeness, and refer the reader to@17# for more details.

First, the D-flat directions associated with the non
anomalousU(1)’s are determined, by making use of th
one-to-one correspondence ofD-flat directions with holo-
morphic gauge-invariant monomials~HIM’s ! of chiral super-
fields @34–36#, constructed from the non-Abelian singlet
We construct the set of all one-dimensional HIM’s, whic
5-3
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TABLE I. ~a! List of non-Abelian non-singlet observable sector fields in the model with their cha
under theU(1) gauge groups, hypercharge as defined in Eq.~3!, and U(1)8 as defined in Eq.~12!. The
second column introduces the notation used throughout this paper, and the third column the translatio
notation used in@11# ~CHL!. ~b! List of non-Abelian non-singlet hidden sector fields in the model with th
charges under theU(1) gauge groups, hypercharge as defined in Eq.~3!, andU(1)8 as defined in Eq.~12!.
@We largely follow the notation of@11# ~CHL!.# ~c!: List of non-Abelian singlet fields in the model with the
charges under theU(1) gauge groups, hypercharge as defined in Eq.~3!, andU(1)8 as defined in Eq.~12!.
The first column gives the notation used throughout this paper, the second column the translation
notation used in@11# ~CHL!, and the third column the translation to the notation used in@17#.

~a!

„SU(3)C ,SU(2)L , CHL Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 QA 6QY 100QY8
SU(4)2 ,SU(2)2…

~3,2,1,1! Qa Q1 22 0 8 22 28 16 216 1 68
Qb Q2 2 0 8 22 28 16 216 1 68
Qc Q3 0 22 0 22 20 4 212 1 271

(3̄,1,1,1! ua
c u1

c 2 0 0 6 0 216 216 24 6

ub
c u2

c 22 0 0 6 0 216 216 24 6
uc

c u3
c 0 6 28 2 24 228 212 24 2133

da
c d1

c 0 26 28 2 24 228 212 2 23
db

c d2
c 0 0 0 0 212 20 4 2 136

dc
c d3

c 0 2 28 22 0 8 8 2 23
dd

c
t̄ 0 2 28 22 0 8 8 2 23

~1,2,1,1! h̄a h̄1
0 0 28 24 24 212 4 3 274

h̄b h̄2
0 22 216 2 0 0 0 3 65

h̄c h̄3
0 24 8 0 216 24 24 3 204

h̄d h̄4
0 22 0 22 8 24 28 3 65

ha h1 0 0 8 4 4 12 24 23 74
hb h2 0 2 0 2 16 0 0 23 265
hc h3 0 2 0 2 28 224 8 23 265
hd h4 0 2 16 22 0 0 0 23 265
he L1 0 4 28 0 16 224 224 23 2204
hf L2 0 2 16 22 212 212 228 23 265
hg L3 0 2 0 2 16 0 0 23 265

~3,1,1,1! Da t 0 0 0 0 12 220 24 22 2136

~b!

„SU(3)C ,SU(2)L , Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 QA 6QY 100QY8
SU(4)2 ,SU(2)2…

~1,2,1,2! D124 0 0 28 2 24 212 4 0 0
~1,1,4,1! F1,2 0 0 12 0 12 0 216 23 265

~1,1,4̄,1! F̄1,2
0 0 4 24 24 24 8 3 65

F̄326
0 0 212 0 0 12 220 3 65

F̄7,8
2 0 4 2 8 212 212 23 265

F̄9,10
22 0 4 2 8 212 212 23 265

~1,1,1,2! H1,2 0 22 8 24 212 12 24 3 65
H3,4 0 24 0 2 28 24 28 3 204
H5,7 0 2 28 4 12 212 4 23 265
H6,8 0 0 16 2 216 0 0 23 74

~1,1,4,2! E1,2 0 0 24 22 4 224 28 0 2139
E3 0 22 4 0 4 0 16 0 0
E4,5 0 22 4 0 28 212 212 0 0

~1,1,4̄,2! Ē1
0 2 24 0 24 0 216 0 0

~1,1,6,1! S1 2 0 28 2 24 212 4 0 0
S2 0 24 8 0 24 212 4 0 0
055005-4
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

~b!

„SU(3)C ,SU(2)L , Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 QA 6QY 100QY8
SU(4)2 ,SU(2)2…

S3 22 0 28 2 24 212 4 0 0
S4 2 0 8 22 4 12 24 0 0
S5 0 4 28 0 4 12 24 0 0
S6,7 0 2 0 2 28 24 28 0 139
S8 22 0 8 22 4 12 24 0 0

~1,1,1,3! T1 2 4 0 22 8 24 28 0 0
T2 0 22 8 2 12 36 212 0 139
T3 22 4 0 22 8 24 28 0 0

~c!

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 QA 6QY 100QY8

ea,c
c e1,3

c S25,258 0 22 28 26 4 12 24 6 29
eb

c e2
c S10 4 22 224 22 24 212 4 6 29

ed,g
c s1,4 S21,218 0 24 0 24 28 24 28 6 130

ee
c s2 S13 2 0 216 22 232 0 0 6 130

ef
c s3 S̄2

0 24 216 0 8 24 28 6 130

eh
c s5 S17 22 0 216 22 232 0 0 6 130

ei
c s6 S9 24 22 224 22 24 212 4 6 29

ea,b s̄1,2
S16,168 0 4 16 0 16 0 0 26 2130

ec s̄3
S2 0 4 16 0 28 224 8 26 2130

ed,e s̄4,5
S24,248 0 2 24 2 4 12 24 26 9

ef s̄6
S7 0 22 8 2 12 260 20 26 2269

w1 w1 S4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
w2,3 w2,3 S5,58 2 4 0 22 216 0 0 0 0
w4,5 w4,5 S14,148 2 24 16 22 0 0 0 0 0
w6,7 w6,7 S6,68 2 24 0 2 16 0 0 0 0
w8,9 w8,9 S15,158 0 0 216 4 16 0 0 0 0
w10,11 w10,11 S̄6,68

22 4 0 22 216 0 0 0 0

w12,13 w12,13 S18,188 22 24 16 22 0 0 0 0 0
w14,15 w14,15 S̄5,58

22 24 0 2 16 0 0 0 0

w16 w16 S̄4
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

w17 x1 S22 2 4 0 22 8 24 28 0 0
w18,19 x2,3 S11,118 0 2 8 26 24 212 4 0 2139
w20,21 x4,5 S19,198 0 2 28 22 0 224 224 0 2139
w22 x6 S12 0 2 224 2 28 212 4 0 2139
w23 x7 S̄3

0 0 16 24 8 24 28 0 0

w24 x8 S̄1
0 0 0 0 212 212 228 0 0

w25 x9 S20 0 22 8 2 12 36 212 0 139
w26 x10 S23 22 4 0 22 8 24 28 0 0
w27 x11 S1 0 0 0 0 12 12 28 0 0
w28,29 x12,13 S8,88 0 0 0 0 224 224 8 0 0
w30 x14 S3 0 0 216 4 28 224 8 0 0
n
n

e-
we refer to as the superbasis. The complete set ofD-flat
directions under the non-anomalousU(1)’s can beobtained
by multiplying the elements of the superbasis. The eleme
of the superbasis with anomalous charge opposite in sig
the FI term j are flat with respect to theD-term of the
05500
ts
to

anomalousU(1). These superbasis elements, which we d
note as$Pa%, are the building blocks for theD-flat directions
of the model.

We presented the superbasis in@17#, and showed that
there are five such classes ofDA-flat elements:
5-5
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P15^w28,w27
2 &,

P25^w4 ,w10,w30,w27
2 &,

P35^w12,w2 ,w30,w27
2 &,

P45^w4 ,w2 ,w16,w30,w27
2 &,

P55^w12,w10,w1 ,w30,w27
2 &. ~8!

To these, one should add similar monomials obtained
replacing some field by its copy (w2→w3 , w4→w5 , w10
→w11, w12→w13, w28→w29). Therefore, everyDA-flat di-
rection can be obtained from the set$Pa% by

P5PaN, ~9!

with N some HIM ~not necessarily withQA.0).
To address theF-flatness of theD-flat directions, we note

that there are two classes of terms in the superpotential
can lift a generalD-flat directionP. First, there can be term
which are formed only of the fields in the flat directionP:

WA;~P i PPF i !
n, ~10!

in which the coefficients~which depend on inverse powers
M Pl) are not displayed explicitly. The flat directionP will be
said to be type-A if such an invariant is allowed by gau
symmetries. If such an invariant exists, there are an infi
number of terms which can lift the flat direction, because t
invariant can appear to any power in the superpotential.
type-A directions will remainF-flat only if string selection
rules ~e.g. R parities! conspire to forbid the infinite numbe
of WA terms, which is difficult to prove in general.

The other class of terms are of the form

WB;C~P i PPF i !, ~11!

with C¹P. A flat direction will be denoted as type-B i
gauge invariance only allowsWB terms. In contrast to the
case with theWA terms, gauge invariance constrains t
number ofWB terms which can exist to a finite number. B
doing a string calculation of the superpotential to a fin
order, the presence of these terms can be checked expli
and if such terms are absent, the flat direction is proved to
F-flat to all orders in the nonrenormalizable superpotent
We take a conservative approach by restricting our con
eration to the type-B directions which can be proved to
F-flat to all orders. In doing so, we are of course neglect
certain type-A directions that may beF-flat due to ‘‘string
selection rules’’ of the model.

It is straightforward to show@17# that type-B directions
are formed only from carefully combining thePa’s. In this
model, we found thatP4 andP5 are notF-flat, and thus the
F-flat directions are formed fromP1 , P2 and P3 ~and the
primed versions of them involving copies of the fields!. We
present the complete list ofF-flat directions in Table II.

This table demonstrates that there are a range of fla
rections, which break different numbers of the no
anomalousU(1)’s. We choose to analyze theP2P3 and
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P1P2P3 flat directions, which break the maximum numb
of U(1)’s; these directions all leave an additionalU(1)8 as
well asU(1)Y unbroken. The unbrokenU(1)8 is given by

Y85
1

1200
~2130Q2214Q31148Q4251Q5151Q6!,

~12!

with kY854167/250.16.67.
The D-term constraints for the VEV’s of the fields in th

most generalP1P2P3 direction yield the relations

uw27u252x2, uw28 ~29!u25x22uc1u2,

uw30u25uc1u2, uw4 ~5!u25uc2u2,

uw2 ~3!u25uc1u22uc2u2, uw12 ~13!u25uc1u22uc2u2,
~13!

uw10 ~11!u25uc2u2,

with

x252
j

64
. ~14!

In this model TrQA521536, andx50.013M Pl . Hereuc1,2u
are free VEV’s of the moduli space, subject to the restr
tions that

x2>uc1u2>uc2u2, ~15!

to ensure the positivity of the VEV squares. Simpler fl
directions are recovered by setting the free VEV’s to parti
lar values; for example, settinguc1u25uc2u250 yields the
solution for the VEV’s ofP1 . Therefore, there can be a
enhanced number ofU(1)’s at particular points in the
moduli space. TheP2P3 directions are obtained by settin
uc1u25x2, which givesuw28 (29)u250.

In some cases, a judicious choice of the copies of
fields allows forF-flatness without imposing any constrain
on the free VEV’s. However, other possible flat directio
can be formed by imposing constraints on the free VEV’s
such a way as to cancel contributions from differentF-terms,
i.e., of the typew9(w4w10 (11)1w2 (3)w12) @17#. For example,
the directions denoted byuF are obtained by imposing
uc1u252uc2u2 and thep phase difference between VEV’s o
thew4w10 (11) andw2 (3)w12 terms@17#.2 The complete list of
all such flat directions is given in Table II.

2Throughout the paper we assume that these VEV’s are real.
the model discussed the introduction of complex phases for th
VEV’s can be absorbed into the redefinition of the remaining fie
in the effective superpotential, and thus it does not affect the ph
ics at the level of the effective bilinear and trilinear terms.
5-6
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TABLE II. The explicit list of type-BD-flat directions that areF-flat to all orders for the CHL5 model
~This table expands the compact presentation of these flat directions given in@17#.! The dimension of the
direction, after cancellation of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term, is indicated in the second column. The third c
gives the number~out of 6! of non-anomalousU(1)’s broken along the flat direction.

Flat direction Dim. No.U(1)’s

P15^w28,w27
2 & 0 1

P185^w29,w27
2 & 0 1

P285^w5 ,w10,w30,w27
2 & 0 3

P295^w5 ,w11,w30,w27
2 & 0 3

P385^w13,w2 ,w30,w27
2 & 0 3

P395^w13,w3 ,w30,w27
2 & 0 3

P2P3uF5^w12,w10,w4 ,w2 ,w30
2 ,w27

4 &uF 0 4

P2-P3-uF5^w12,w11,w4 ,w3 ,w30
2 ,w27

4 &uF 0 4

P1P185^w28,w29,w27
4 & 1 1

P28P295^w5
2 ,w10,w11,w30

2 ,w27
4 & 1 3

P38P395^w2
2 ,w12,w13,w30

2 ,w27
4 & 1 3

P1P285^w28,w5 ,w10,w30,w27
4 & 1 3

P1P295^w28,w5 ,w11,w30,w27
4 & 1 3

P18P285^w29,w5 ,w10,w30,w27
4 & 1 3

P18P295^w29,w5 ,w11,w30,w27
4 & 1 3

P1P385^w28,w2 ,w13,w30,w27
4 & 1 3

P1P395^w28,w3 ,w13,w30,w27
4 & 1 3

P18P385^w29,w2 ,w13,w30,w27
4 & 1 3

P18P395^w29,w3 ,w13,w30,w27
4 & 1 3

P28P385^w2 ,w5 ,w10,w13,w30
2 ,w27

4 & 1 4

P28P395^w3 ,w5 ,w10,w13,w30
2 ,w27

4 & 1 4

P29P385^w2 ,w5 ,w11,w13,w30
2 ,w27

4 & 1 4

P29P395^w3 ,w5 ,w11,w13,w30
2 ,w27

4 & 1 4

P1P2P3uF5^w12,w10,w4 ,w2 ,w28,w30
2 ,w27

6 &uF 1 4

P18P2P3uF5^w12,w10,w4 ,w2 ,w29,w30
2 ,w27

6 &uF 1 4

P1P2-P3-uF5^w12,w11,w4 ,w3 ,w28,w30
2 ,w27

6 &uF 1 4

P18P2-P3-uF5^w12,w11,w4 ,w3 ,w29,w30
2 ,w27

6 &uF 1 4

P1P28P385^w13,w10,w5 ,w2 ,w28,w30
2 ,w27

6 & 2 4

P18P28P385^w13,w10,w5 ,w2 ,w29,w30
2 ,w27

6 & 2 4

P1P28P395^w13,w10,w5 ,w3 ,w28,w30
2 ,w27

6 & 2 4

P18P28P395^w13,w10,w5 ,w3 ,w29,w30
2 ,w27

6 & 2 4

P1P29P385^w13,w11,w5 ,w2 ,w28,w30
2 ,w27

6 & 2 4

P18P29P385^w13,w11,w5 ,w2 ,w29,w30
2 ,w27

6 & 2 4

P1P29P395^w13,w11,w5 ,w3 ,w28,w30
2 ,w27

6 & 2 4

P18P29P395^w13,w11,w5 ,w3 ,w29,w30
2 ,w27

6 & 2 4
ld
of

rg

s,
lso

l
a

B. Mass spectrum

For each flat direction, effective mass terms for fie
C i , C j (C i , j¹$Fk%) may be generated by the coupling
these fields to the fieldsF i in the flat direction, such that

W;C iC j~PkPPFk!. ~16!

The fields with effective mass terms will acquireF-term
string-scale masses and decouple from the low-ene
05500
s

y

theory. In cases in whichF-flatness occurs via cancellation
other fields coupled linearly to the flat directions fields a
get heavy masses~we will later study such a case!.

In addition to these large masses induced byF-terms,
D-terms can also make some~combination! of the fields re-
lated to the flat direction heavy~all other fields do not feel
the presence of large VEVs in theD-terms because of the
D-flatness conditions!. Particular combinations of the rea
components of the fields entering the flat direction gain
5-7
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mass of ordergAj ~throughD-terms! and become degene
ate with the massiveU(1) gauge bosons, completing, alon
with a Dirac fermion~a neutralino!, a massive vector mul
tiplet. This is guaranteed by the fact that supersymmetry
mains unbroken in the restabilized vacuum, so that the s
trum must arrange itself in supersymmetric multiplets.3 The
imaginary parts of these fields become the longitudinal co
ponents of the massiveU(1) gauge bosons.~This scenario
thus exhibits all the features of the Higgs mechanism inN
51 supersymmetric theory.!

For directions which are flat due to cancellations
F-term contributions, some~complex! fields in the flat direc-
tion get masses of order ‘‘@Yukawa# 3 @field VEV#’’ and
form, along with its superpartner, a massive chiral superfi
~As mentioned above, the fields with zero VEV’s whic
couple linearly in these terms also acquire mass of the s
order.! Remaining fields in the flat direction, including th
real parts of the fields whose VEV is not fixed by the flatne
conditions, as well as imaginary parts not removed by
Higgs mechanism, will stay massless and will appear in
low energy theory4 as massless chiral superfields~moduli!.

For the flat directions of the typeP2P3uF , which has all
the VEV’s fixed, all these~six! fields are heavy. Namely, th
Higgs mechanism ensures that five imaginary compon
are Goldstone bosons, giving mass to the gauge boson
five ~including anomalous! U(1)’s, and the accompanyin
five real components get mass, thus completing five mas
vector supermultiplets. The remaining complex field get
mass from the superpotential terms of the ty
w9(w4w10 (11)1w2 (3)w12), i.e., the terms which require ad
ditional constraints on the VEV’s in order to ensu
F-flatness. Note that due to these termsw9 also acquires a
mass.

For the flat directions of the typeP1P2P3 , there are two
free VEV parameters, since now an additional field part
pates in the vacuum restabilization and there are no c
straints on the VEV’s fromF-flatness constraints~as op-
posed to theP1P2uF flat directions!, and the corresponding
analysis shows that now there are two massless com
fields, which act as moduli in the space of restabilized vac

C. Effective couplings

The spectrum of the low-energy theory not only arrang
itself in supersymmetric~SUSY! multiplets, but also the in-

3In more detail this works as follows. Using the matrixmai

5A2gaQi
(a)^w i&, the squared-mass matrix ofU(1) gauge bosons is

mmT while that of real scalars, coming fromD-terms, ismTm. It is
a simple exercise to show that the non-zero eigenvalues ofmmT and
mTm are equal and in exact one-to-one correspondence. The
ence of non-zeroF-term scalar masses does not spoil this cor
spondence whenV50: they simply give mass to zero eigenvalu
of mTm.

4This is intuitively clear:~scalar! field excitations along the fla
direction are massless while excitations transverse to the flat d
tion are massive. In the presence of a FI term, however, the
direction can be reduced to a single point, with all scalar fi
excitations massive.
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teractions of the light particles can be described by an ef
tive superpotential which contains only the light degrees
freedom.~The moduli fields associated with the flat directio
in question are absent from this superpotential.! In addition
to the trilinear couplings of the original superpotential, effe
tive renormalizable interactions for the light fields may al
be generated via

W;C iC jCk~P l PPF l !. ~17!

In principle, effective nonrenormalizable terms at each or
will also be generated from higher-order nonrenormaliza
terms in the superpotential in this way. However, there
many other sources for effective nonrenormalizable ter
~such as via the decoupling of the heavy fields@25#! which
are competitive in strength. A complete classification of t
effective nonrenormalizable terms is beyond the scope
this paper.

The method for determining the effective mass terms a
trilinear interactions for each flat direction is similar to th
strategy for determining theWB terms in the superpotentia
when testing forF-flatness. First, we construct all the bilin
ear and trilinear terms which are gauge invariant under
unbroken gauge group of the model after the vacuum re
bilization @for theP2P3 andP1P2P3 directions, this includes
U(1)Y andU(1)8 as well as the non-Abelian gauge group#.
We then treat each term as a composite field, and cons
all possible terms that are gauge invariant under all of
U(1)’s in thetheory@including the anomalousU(1)] which
involve the fields in the flat direction and are linear in t
composite field. The next step is to calculate explici
whether each gauge invariant term is present in the supe
tential or forbidden by string selection rules. In practice, t
requirements of gauge invariance give the order to which
superpotential must be calculated to determine the full eff
tive renormalizable superpotential.

Once the mass terms are determined, it is straightforw
to determine the complete mass spectrum of the model.
trilinear interaction terms are then written in terms of t
mass eigenstates, so that the decoupling theorem can b
plied to the terms involving the superheavy fields.

In free fermionic constructions the elementary triline
superpotential terms have coupling strengthsO(g): the typi-
cal value is given byA2gstring5g, where againg is the gauge
coupling. However, the introduction of the ‘‘Ising world
sheet fields’’ in more involved constructions~e.g., in @11#!
allows also for Yukawa couplingsg/A2 and g/2 @16#. In
general, the coefficients ([aK13 /M Pl

K ) (K.0) of the non-
renormalizable superpotential terms of orderK13 are given
by the relation

aK13

M Pl
K

5gstringS gstring

2p D K

~A2a8!KCKI K

5gstringSA8

p D K CKI K

M Pl
K

, ~18!
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PHYSICS IMPLICATIONS OF FLAT . . . I. . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 055005
wherea8516p2/(gstring
2 M Pl) is the inverse string tension

CK is a coefficient ofO(1) which includes different renor
malization factors in the operator product expansion~OPE!
of the string vertex operators~including the target spac
gauge group Clebsch-Gordan coefficients!, and I K is a
world-sheet integral. The values ofI 1 andI 2 have been com-
puted numerically by several authors@16# with the typical
values that are in the rangeI 1;70, I 2;400. ~See @37#
where special attention is paid to restoring the correct fac
and units.!

The coefficients of the effective trilinear terms are th
given by;(aK13 /M Pl

K )uw i uK. Usingx as the typical scale o
the VEV’s, we find that the terms from the fourth order ha
effective Yukawa coupling strengths;0.8C1 , while the fifth
order terms have coupling strengths;0.1C2 . ~We took
A2gstring5g;0.8, since this is the value typically obtaine
for the model discussed.! Therefore, compared to the typica
elementary trilinear termA2gstring5g;0.8 the fourth order
terms are competitive in strength to the trilinear terms of
original superpotential, while the higher order contributio
are suppressed. Of course, the precise values for each
will depend on the particular fields involved. In particula
the coupling strengths can depend on the free VEV’s of
flat direction, and hence are parameters that can be varie
the analysis of the model.

The structure of the effective trilinear couplings strong
depends on the flat direction under consideration. We h
05500
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determined the mass spectrum and the effective trilinear
perpotential terms~in the observable sector! for the direc-
tions classified in Table II@33#. In the following, we analyze
the details of the two flat directions,P18P28P38 andP2P3uF , as
representative examples. These directions encompass ge
features of the whole class of flat directions~Table II! and
demonstrate the nature of the massless spectrum and its
nomenological implications. The first flat direction is ‘‘min
mal’’ in the sense that there are a minimal number of surv
ing trilinear couplings of the massless observable sector.
second one has a richer structure of such couplings, w
implications for, e.g., the fermion texture, and baryon a
lepton violating processes.

III. P18P28P38 FLAT DIRECTION

A. Effective superpotential

This flat direction involves the set of fieldsP18P28P38
5$w2 ,w5 ,w10,w13,w27,w29,w30% ~see Table II!. The VEV’s
for the fields correspond to the most general case give
Eq. ~13!, such that they depend on two free paramet
@which are constrained to be bounded from above by
value of the FI term as dictated by Eq.~15!#.

The effective mass terms are computed for this flat dir
tion using the techniques described in the previous sect
with the result5
o
h

ect the
to the
r.

uoted in
lings
the
Abelian
WM5ghfh̄b^w27&1ghgh̄d^w29&1
a4

~1!

M Pl

hbh̄b^w5w10&1
a4

~2!

M Pl

hbh̄b^w2w13&1
g

A2
~ed

ceb1eg
cea!^w30&1

g

A2
~w1w151w4w9!

3^w10&1
g

A2
~w7w161w9w12!^w2&1

g

A2
~w6w261w8w231w14w17!^w29&1

a4
~3!

M Pl

w21w25̂ w27w29&1
g

A2
~ F̄1F11F̄2F2!

3^w30&1
g

A2
S3S5^w5&1

g

A2
S1S5^w13&. ~19!

The coefficients of the elementary trilinear terms, equal tog or g/A2, are displayed explicitly. It is straightforward t
determine the mass eigenstates, and we list the massive and massless states in Table III.~The mass spectrum of fields wit
non-zero VEV’s in the flat directions were discussed in Sec. II A and are not explicitly displayed in the tables.!

We then determine the effective trilinear couplings involving the observable sector fields. In addition, we insp
effective trilinear self-couplings of the non-Abelian singlets and the effective trilinear couplings of non-Abelian singlets
hidden sector fields which could affect the renormalization group equation~RGE! for the couplings in the observable secto
The result is the following:

5The effective couplings in this and the subsequent section involve third and fourth order couplings that are modified from those q
@11#. This modification is due to two effects:~i! the correctly implemented picture changing procedure in the calculation of coup
introduces a number of additional couplings at the fourth order, and~ii ! the implementation of the tests calculating contributions to
correlation functions from the real left-moving world-sheet fermions excludes a number of couplings involving some of the non-
hidden sector fields. The full superpotential up to the fifth order will be presented elsewhere.
5-9
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W35gQcuc
ch̄c1gQcdb

chc1
a4

~4!

M Pl
Qcdd

cha^w29&1
g

A2
ea

chahc1
g

A2
ef

chdhc1
a5

~1!

M Pl
2

eh
cheha^w5w27&1

a5
~2!

M Pl
2

ee
cheha^w13w27&

1ghfh̄cw221ghbh̄cw201
a4

~5!

M Pl
S2S6w20̂ w27&. ~20!

The result is expressed in terms of the mass eigenstates and the VEV’s, and the decoupling theorem is applied to
involving the heavy fields:

W35gQcuc
ch̄c1gQcdb

chc1
g

A2
ea

chahc1
g

A2
ef

chdhc1
A2a5

~1!x2

M Pl
2

l2eh
cheha1

A2a5
~2!x2

M Pl
2

Al1
22l2

2ee
cheha1gh̄chb8w208

1
a4

~4!

M Pl

A12l1
2Qcdd

cha1
A2a4

~5!x

M Pl

1

A11r 2
~w208 1rw228 !S2S6 , ~21!
tin
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l2[
uc2u

x
<l1[

uc1u
x

<1,

~22!
w208 5@1/~A11r 2!#~w202rw22!

and

w228 5@1/~A11r 2!#~rw201w22!,

with r[@a4
(1)l2

21a4
(2)(l1

22l2
2)#x/(A2gMPl). Here hb8 is

defined in Table III~b!. In the numerical analysis,l1 ,l2 are
parameters that can be varied.

B. Implications

The effective superpotential has a number of interes
implications.

1. Massless states

There are a large number of states that remain mass
as indicated in Table III~b!. These states include both th
usual MSSM states and related exotic@non-chiral under
SU(2)L] states, such as a fourth@SU(2)L singlet# down-type
quark, extra fields with the same quantum numbers as
lepton singlet superfields, and extra Higgs doublets. Th
are other massless states with exotic quantum numbers~in-
cluding fractional electric charge! and states which are non
Abelian representations under both the hidden and obs
able sector gauge groups and thus directly mix the
sectors. The scalar components of these superfields ma
quire masses via soft supersymmetry breaking. Howe
within our set of assumptions there is no mechanism to g
many of the fermions significant masses.6 As discussed ear

6One possible mechanism is to invoke a non-minimal Ka¨hler po-
tential. Another one, which is not possible for this particular fl
direction, is to utilize an intermediate scale, as discussed in the
section.
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lier, there are additional massless states~moduli! associated
with the fields which appear in the flat direction but whic
are not fixed. These are not listed in Table III~b!.

2. U„1…8 charges of light fields

To invoke an intermediate scaleU(1)8 symmetry break-
ing scenario~as discussed in@33#!, which can lead to a
mechanism to give significant masses to the additional li
fields via higher-dimension operators, it is necessary to h
at least one pair ofY50 singlets which remain massles
after vacuum restabilization which haveU(1)8 charges op-
posite in sign~to allow for the breaking to occur along
D-flat direction!. An inspection of Table I~c! indicates that
the singlet fieldw25 is required for this scenario; howeve
this field acquires a string-scale mass for this direction, a
decouples from the theory. We conclude that in this case
intermediate scale scenario is not possible, and hence
breaking of theU(1)8 is necessarily at the electroweak sca
@We do not consider more complicated scenarios in wh
the U(1)8 could be broken along with some of the hidde
non-Abelian groups.#

As discussed in@28,30,31#, several scenarios exist whic
can lead to the possibility of a realisticZ-Z8 hierarchy. The

scenario in which only the two MSSM Higgs fieldshc , h̄c

acquire VEV’s breaks bothU(1)Y and U(1)8 @because the
U(1) charges of these fields are not equal and opposite#, but
leads to aZ8 which isO(MZ), which is already excluded
The scenario in which the symmetry breaking is driven b
large trilinear coupling~described in@30#! is also not feasible
because theU(1)8 charges of the relevant Higgs field
~which haveY561/2) are opposite in sign, and thus do n
allow for a small mixing angle. Therefore, the only remai
ing possibility is to have a scenario in which the symme
breaking is characterized by a large@O(TeV)# SM singlet
VEV ( ^w208 &), with theSU(2)L3U(1)Y breaking at a lower
scale due to accidental cancellations.

In addition, theU(1)8 charges of the observable sect

t
xt
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TABLE III. ~a! List of massive states for theP18P28P38 flat direction as can be read off from the effective bilinear superpotential te
~19!. HereN1[2g2x21@a4

(1)uc2u21a4
(2)(uc1u22uc2u2)#2/M Pl

2 andN2[2(a4
(3)/M pl)

2x2(x22uc1u2) and the definition of VEV parameter
x, c1 andc2 is given in Eqs.~13!. The fields with nonzero VEV’s in the flat directions (w2 ,w5 ,w10,w13,w27,w29,w30) are discussed in the
text ~at the end of Sec.ibid. B! and are not given in this table.„Five complex fields contribute to the Higgs mechanism, completing
massive vector supermultiplets, associated with the spontaneous symmetry breaking of fiveU(1) factors@including anomalousU(1)] and
two complex fields remain massless~and act as moduli associated with the two free parameters of VEV’s!.… ~b! List of massless state
~excluding the two moduli! for the P18P28P38 flat direction. These are fields without an effective bilinear term in the superpotential~19!.

~a!

Massive fields Mass

h̄b ,hf85
1

AN1
FA2gxhf1

~a4
~1!uc2u21a4

~2!~ uc1u22uc2u2!

M Pl
hbG AN1

hg ,h̄d gAx22uc1u2

ed
c ,eg

c ,ea ,eb g

A2
uc1u

w9 ,w485
1

uc1u (uc2uw41Auc1u22uc2u2w12)
g

A2
uc1u

w1 , w15 g

A2
uc2u

w7 ,w16 g

A2
Auc1u22uc2u2

w6 ,w8 ,w14,w17, w23,w26 g

A2
Ax22uc1u2

w21,w25 AN2

F1 ,F2 ,F̄1 ,F̄2 g

A2
uc1u

S5 ,S385
1

uc1u (uc2uS31Auc1u22uc2u2S1)
g

A2
uc1u

~b!

Massless Fields

Qa ,Qb ,Qc

ua
c ,ub

c ,uc
c

da
c ,db

c ,dc
c ,dd

c ,Da

h̄a ,h̄c

ha ,hc ,hd ,he

hb85
1

AN1
F2

a4
~1!uc2u21a4

~2!~ uc1u22uc2u2!

M Pl
hf1A2gxhbG

ea
c ,eb

c ,ec
c ,ee

c ,ef
c ,eh

c ,ei
c

ec ,ed ,ee ,ef

w3 ,w11,w18,w19,w20,w22,w24,w28

w128 5
1

uc1u (2Auc1u22uc2u2w121uc2uw4)

D1 ,D2 ,D3 ,D4

F̄3 ,F̄4 ,F̄5 ,F̄6 ,F̄7 ,F̄8 ,F̄9 ,F̄10

H1 ,H2 ,H3 ,H4 ,H5 ,H6 ,H7 ,H8

Ē1 ,E1 ,E2 ,E3 ,E4 ,E5

S2 ,S4 ,S6 ,S7 ,S8

S185
1

uc1u (2Auc1u22uc2u2S31uc2uS1)

T1 ,T2 ,T3
055005-11
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fields indicate that theZ8 couplings are family nonuniversa
In the quark sector, the largest couplings are to the th
family, with smaller~equal! couplings to the first two. There
is a large coupling to the exoticDa . In the lepton sector
where the family assignments are less clear, there are
equal couplings to all families. Family mixing between t
quarks or between the leptons would lead to flavor chang
neutral current~FCNC! effects in theZ8 and ~throughZ-Z8
mixing! Z couplings, while mixing with exotics would in
duce FCNC for both theZ and Z8 directly. ~Of course, the
present model does not have a satisfactory way to introd
such family mixings.!

3. L violation

The doubletsha , hb8 , hc , hd , and he can, in principle
~i.e., before examining their superpotential couplings!, be
identified as either Higgs or lepton doublets.hc , as well as
h̄c , should clearly be identified as Higgs doublets from th
couplings to ordinary quarks. We will also identifyhb8 as a

Higgs doublet, so that theh̄chb8w208 term conserves lepton
number. The remainingha , hd and he are candidates fo
lepton doublets. In particular, the couplings ofha andhd to
the Higgs doublethc indicate that these are the double
corresponding to them andt leptons. There is no difficulty
with hd . However, the leptoquark couplingQcdd

cha @in
which Qc5(t,b)T anddd

c can be eitherdc, sc, or the exotic
quark Dc] as well as theeh

cheha and ee
cheha terms would

then violate lepton number by one unit, and similarly there
no conservedR parity in this model.~The strength of the
L-violating couplingQcdd

cha , coming from the 4th order
could be reduced by choosing the free parameterl1 close to
1, while allowing the relevant massive fields to still ha
string scale masses.!

One consequence of these couplings is that there is
stable LSP in this model. For example, a neutral gaug
could decay into the fermioneh

c and its~virtual! scalar con-

jugate ẽh , followed by ẽh→ee
2na or ea

2ne , where we use

FIG. 1. Diagram for gaugino decay into~a! three leptons (DL
51), which occurs for theP18P28P38 direction ~there are similar
diagrams for decay intotdd

cea
2 or bdd

cna), and ~b! three quarks
(DB51), which occurs for theP2P3uF direction. ub8 , dc and dd

areSU(2) singlets~i.e., the conjugates ofub
c8 , dc

c anddd
c).
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the notationha,e5(n,e2)a,e
T @see Fig. 1~a!#. In principle, Ma-

jorana neutrino mass terms can also be generated at one
from theeh,e

c heha or Qcdd
cha coupling. However, such term

are absent in this model because a nonzero VEV forhe or ha

is required.7

4. Effective Yukawa couplings

The superpotential not only does not have an elemen
m term, but also does not have the usual effectivem term
@28–30# of the form h̄chcw for any SM singletw. Gauge
invariance and string selection rules forbid the presence
this effectivem term for all of the flat directions considere
for this model. There is, however, a non-canonicalm term
h̄chb8w208 , which couples to only one of the the ordina

Higgs doublets (hc and h̄c). In a subsequent paper@27# we
shall analyze the running of the Yukawa couplings and
acceptable gauge symmetry breaking pattern that can be
tained even without the soft breaking ‘‘Bm ’’ found in the
MSSM. However, the lack of am term of the formh̄ahcw
leads to an unwanted massless chargino and neutra
while the absence of this or of a canonicalm term of the type
h̄chcw leads to a second almost massless neutralino an
unwanted approximate globalU(1) symmetry.

7For a discussion of neutrino masses in models withR parity
violation, see@38#.

FIG. 2. Running of the gauge couplings3Ak for the P18P28P38
flat direction, with t51/16p2ln (m/Mstring), with Mstring

5531017 GeV, guMstring
50.80. The couplings include the facto

Ak, wherek corresponds to the Kacˇ-Moody level ~see the caption
of Table V for the values ofk).
5-12
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TABLE IV. ~a! List of massive states for theP2P3uF flat direction, with N1/2[g2x2/4
1(a5

(1/2)x3/2M Pl
2 )2. Except forw9 the effective bilinear terms can be read off Eq.~24!. The fields with

nonzero VEV’s in the flat directions (w2 ,w4 ,w10,w12,w27,w30) are discussed in the text~at end of Sec.
ibid. B! and are not given in this table.„Five complex fields contribute to the Higgs mechanism, complet
five massive vector supermultiplets, associated with the spontaneous symmetry breaking of fiveU(1) factors
@including anomalousU(1)] and onecomplex field gets its mass due to the superpotential terms w
imposeF- flatness constraints on VEV’s, i.e., (gx/2)w9(dw21dw122dw41dw10). Note thatw9 acquires
mass due to the same coupling in the superpotential.… 9b! List of massless states@without effective bilinear
terms in Eq.~24!# for the P2P3uF flat direction.

~a!

Massive fields Mass

w9 gx

h̄b ,hf A2gx

ed
c ,eg

c , ea ,eb
g

A2
x

w8 ,w385(w31w11)/A2 g

A2
x

w15,w185S 2
gx

2
w11

a5
~1!

M Pl
2

x3

2
w26D /AN1 AN1

w7,w1685S gx

2
w162

a5
~2!

M Pl
2

x3

2
w17D /AN2 AN2

F1 , F2 , F̄1 , F̄2
g

A2
x

~b!

Massless fields

Qa ,Qb ,Qc

ua
c ,ub

c ,uc
c

da
c ,db

c ,dc
c ,dd

c ,Da

h̄a ,h̄c , h̄d

ha ,hb ,hc ,hd ,he , hg

ea
c , eb

c , ec
c , ee

c , ef
c , eh

c , ei
c

ec , ed , ee , ef

w5 ,w6 ,w13,w14,w18,w19,w20,w21,w22,w23,w24,w25,w28,w29

w1185(w32w11)/A2,

w1785S gx

2
w171

a5
~2!

M Pl
2

x3

2
w16D Y AN2

w2685S 2
gx

2
w262

a5
~1!

M Pl
2

x3

2
w1D Y AN1

D1 ,D2 ,D3 ,D4

F̄3 ,F̄4 ,F̄5 ,F̄6 ,F̄7 ,F̄8 ,F̄9 ,F̄10

H1 ,H2 ,H3 ,H4 ,H5 ,H6 ,H7 ,H8

Ē1 ,E1 ,E2 ,E3 ,E4 ,E5

S1 ,S2 ,S3 ,S4 ,S5 ,S6 ,S7 ,S8

T1 ,T2 ,T3
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In addition, the superpotential for this direction has t
feature that only the third quark family has large Yukaw
couplings, which is a desirable feature. However,
Yukawa couplings also indicatet-b andt-m Yukawa unifi-
cation with the equal string scale Yukawa couplingsg and
g/A2, respectively.8 Unfortunately, the ratio ofb and t
string scale Yukawa couplings 1/A2 is probably not consis
tent with the observedmb /mt ratio @39#, and thet-m unifi-
cation is clearly in disagreement with experiment since
would lead to approximately equalt andm masses. Thet-b
unification may be acceptable, but only for a sufficien
large tanb, where tanb is the ratio of VEV’s of the neutra
components of theh̄c andhc scalars@39#. @The MSSM mass
relations may be modified because the sum of the square
the VEVs of the doublets related to the fermion mas
(hc ,h̄c) may be reduced due to the presence of additio
Higgs doublets.# The superpotential also does not ha
Yukawa textures in the quark sector, so that the first a
second quark families~as well as the first lepton! remain
massless.

5. Running of gauge couplings

From the massless particle content listed in Table III~b!,
the b functions for the running of the gauge couplings c
easily be computed. As the number of additionalSU(3)C
exotic fields is minimal~one vectorlike pair!, the running of
g3 is closer to that of the MSSM than the other gauge c
plings. Therefore, our strategy is to take the value ofg3 at
the electroweak scale as an input~we chooseas50.12 at
MZ), and run the couplings to the string scale to determ
the value ofg50.80. ~For our purpose, it is adequate
consider RGE’s at the one-loop level, ignoring SUSY thre
old effects.! The other gauge couplings are then run back
the electroweak scale with this value ofg as an input, taking
into account the Kacˇ-Moody level for theU(1) gauge fac-
tors (kY511/3,kY8.16.67) and for the hidden sector no
Abelian groups (k52).
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In this case, it would appear from the massless part
content that the running of the gauge couplings forSU(2)L
and U(1)Y are very different from the MSSM case. How
ever, we find that the low energy values yield a predicti
for sin2uW;0.16. While this is lower than the experiment
value (;0.23), the disagreement is less than might ha
been expected given the large amount of exotic matter
the valuekY511/3 ~to be compared with the MSSM valu
5/3). Similarly, for theSU(2) gauge coupling, we findg2
50.48 surprisingly close to the experimental value;0.65.
The variation of the gauge couplings with the scale is p
sented in Fig. 2, and theb functions are listed in Table V
below.

In addition, the hidden sector gauge groups are not
ymptotically free, and hence there is no possibility f
gaugino condensation or other strong coupling dynamics
break supersymmetry in the hidden sector.

IV. P2P3zF FLAT DIRECTION

The fields involved in this flat direction areP2P3uF
5$w2 ,w4 ,w10,w12,w27,w30% ~see Table II!. The VEV’s of
these fields are completely fixed due to theF-flatness con-
straints:

u^w27&u252x2,

u^w30&u252u^w2&u252u^w4&u252u^w10&u252u^w12&u25x2,

~23!

wherex50.013M Pl , andw10 andw4 have opposite signs o
their VEV’s. ~Recall, that without loss of generality, we tak
all the VEV’s real and, except forw10, positive.!

The effective mass terms for this direction are
ierarchy

volve
TABLE V. Effective beta-functions are quoted for the two representative flat directions. The effective
beta-function is defined asb i[b i

0/ki , whereb i
0 andki are the beta-function and the Kacˇ-Moody level for a

particular gauge group factor, respectively. The subscripts 1, 2, 3, 18, 2hid, 4hid refer to
U(1)Y , SU(2)L , SU(3)C , U(1)8, SU(2)2 , SU(4)2 gauge group factors and 118 refers to theU(1)Y

and U(1)8 kinetic mixing. The Kacˇ-Moody levels arek1511/3, k25k351, k18.16.67, andk2hid5k4hid

52.

Effective b b1 b2 b3 b18 b118 b2hid b4hid

P18P28P38 flat firection 10.0 6.0 22.0 10.2 4.8 10.0 2.0

P2P3uF flat direction 10.3 7.0 22.0 10.6 5.0 10.0 3.0

8This type of Yukawa coupling unification is stringy in nature and different from the standard GUT considerations. The obtained h
between the lepton and quark Yukawa couplings is due to the fact that the ‘‘canonical’’ candidates for the lepton doublets~which would have
had the same Yukawa couplings as quarks! are massive for the flat directions considered, and thus the lepton Yukawa couplings in
fields that are usually identified with additional copies of the~exotic! Higgs doublets or~exotic! lepton doublets.
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WM5ghfh̄b^w27&1
g

A2
~ed

ceb1eg
cea!^w30&1

g

A2
w3w8^w12&1

g

A2
w8w11̂ w4&1

g

A2
w7w16̂ w2&1

g

A2
w1w15̂ w10&

1
a5

~1!

M Pl
2

w15w26̂ w2w4w30&1
a5

~2!

M Pl
2

w7w17̂ w10w12w30&1
g

A2
F1F̄1^w30&1

g

A2
F2F̄2^w30&. ~24!

As in the previous case, the coefficients of the elementary trilinear terms, equal tog or g/A2, are displayed explicitly. The
massive and massless states are listed in Table IV~a! and IV~b!, respectively. The fields with nonzero VEV’s are all mass
in this case~the ‘‘flat-point’’ discussed at the end of Sec. IIA! and are not included in Table IV~a!.

After decoupling the heavy fields, the effective trilinear couplings for the observable sector states are

W35gQcuc
ch̄c1gQcdb

chc1
a5

~3!

M Pl
2

Qadd
chg^w4w30&1

a5
~4!

M Pl
2

Qbdd
chg^w12w30&1

a5
~5!

M Pl
2

Qbdc
chb^w12w30&1

a5
~6!

M Pl
2

Qadc
chb^w4w30&

1S a4
~1!

M Pl
ub

c^w4&1
a4

~18!

M Pl
ua

c^w12& D dc
cdd

c1
g

A2
ea

chahc1
g

A2
ef

chdhc1S a4
~2!

M Pl
ee

c^w12&1
a4

~28!

M Pl
eh

c^w4& D hghb

1
a5

~7!

M Pl
2

eb
chgha^w10w12&1

a5
~8!

M Pl
2

ei
chgha^w2w4&1

g

A2
h̄ahcw251gh̄chbw201gh̄dhbw281gh̄chgw211gh̄dhgw29, ~25!

from which we can redefine two new fields as

ub
c85

M Pl

A~a4
~1!^w4&!21~a4

~18!^w12&!2
S a4

~1!

M Pl
^w4&ub

c1
a4

~18!

M Pl
^w12&ua

cD , ~26!

ee
c85

M Pl

A~a4
~2!^w12&!21~a4

~28!^w4&!2
S a4

~2!

M Pl
^w12&ee

c1
a4

~28!

M Pl
^w4&eh

cD .

In addition, there are effective trilinear couplings involving the singletsw i and the hidden sector non-Abelian fields whi
also have trilinear couplings to thew i . Some of these terms play important roles in radiative symmetry breaking scenario
quote only these terms and the complete discussion of the trilinear terms in the hidden sector is deferred for furthe
gation:

W3hid5
a4

~3!

M Pl
w29w21w25̂ w27&1

a4
~38!

M Pl
w28w20w25̂ w27&1

a4
~5!

M Pl
S2S7w21̂ w27&1

a4
~6!

M Pl
S2S6w20̂ w27&1

a6
~1!

M Pl
3

S4S7w21̂ w27w30w12&

1
a6

~2!

M Pl
3

S8S7w21̂ w27w30w4&1
a6

~3!

M Pl
3

S4S6w20̂ w27w30w12&1
a6

~4!

M Pl
3

S8S6w20̂ w27w30w4&. ~27!
v
n
iv

er
ec-

-

in
er
A. General implications

This model has many features in common with the pre
ous case:~i! there are many massless ordinary fermions a
exotics for which we have no apparent mechanism to g
masses;~ii ! the string scale Yukawa couplings display~un-
realistic! t-b and t-m unification @at least in the scenario
where U(1)8 is broken at the electroweak scale# with the
respective Yukawa couplingsg and g/A2; ~iii ! there is no
effective ‘‘canonical’’ m term in the superpotential~how-
ever, there is a possibility of a ‘‘non-canonical’’m term!;
05500
i-
d
e

~iv! theU(1)8 charges are not family universal. On the oth
hand, there are additional features unique to this flat dir
tion.

1. Implications ofL and B violating couplings

Proton decay. In this model, there are two effective cou
plings of the typeudcdc, arising from fourth order terms in
the original superpotential@the seventh and eighth terms
Eq. ~25!#. The superpotential also has two lepton numb
violating couplings of the typeechh @the 11th and 12th terms
5-15
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in Eq. ~25!#, since we identify bothhb and hg as Higgs
doublets due to their couplings to ordinary quarks.9 As a
result of these two types of couplings, there is potential d
ger for proton decay, illustrated by the diagrams displayed
Fig. 3.10 The decay rate depends on the masses of the fi
involved, and on whetherhb

0 has a VEV, and thus it depend
on the details of the soft breaking as well as on a particu
identification of the particles participating in the process; i
some participants can be identified with the exotics and

the second and third family fermions. In particular,ee
c8 could

be exotics, which would suppress the decay. However, t
are massless within our approach; i.e., the model is not
ficiently realistic to make these exotic states significan
massive.

The proton decay rate will be much too fast unless so
of the external legs almost completely decouple from the fi
two families. DefiningUa

(4) as the product of the unitar
matrix elements relating the four external legs in Fig. 3~a! to
the states relevant to proton decay, andUb

(6) as the corre-
sponding product of six matrix elements for Fig. 3~b!, one
requires

^hb
0&Ua

~4!,10224mprop
3 ,

Ub
~6!,10215mprop

5 , ~28!

where^hb
0& and mprop ~a mass scale for the internal prop

gators, typically set by the electroweak/SUSY scale! are in
TeV and we have assumed a lifetime oft.1034 yr.

N-N̄ oscillations.Even if proton decay is somehow su
pressed, the coupling of the typeudcdc also implies that
there are N-N̄ oscillations via a diagram that involve
gaugino exchange@see Fig. 4~a!#. Another process that ca
contribute involves exchanges of three virtual squarks@Fig.
4~b!#, but is more model dependent since it depends on
trilinear soft supersymmetry breaking term associated w
udcdc. ~For a recent review ofN-N̄ oscillations see@40#.!
Since all the effective trilinear terms in the superpotential

9We could instead interprethb as a lepton doublet. In that case th

ee
c8hghb term would conserve lepton number. However, t

L-violation would then show up elsewhere; e.g., the fifth term
Eq. ~25! would correspond to anL-violating leptoquark interaction

10For some other flat directions there is, along with the bary
violating term of the typeudcdc, also a lepton violating term of the
type Qdch ~whereh is a lepton doublet!; e.g., theP1P2P3uF direc-
tion has such a term. In this case proton decay takes place v
effective dimension-6 operator and is even harder to suppress

FIG. 3. Proton decay diagrams for~a! ^hb
0&Þ0, ~b! ^hb

0&
50. ub8 , dc anddb are the congugate ofub

c8 ,dc
c anddb

c .
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fixed for this flat direction, and this coupling appears at t
fourth order and isnot suppressed, the only suppression
due to the identification of the fields in the coupling wi
exotics and/or second and third family fermions.~For some
other flat directions, e.g.,P18P2P3uF , the trilinear coupling
depends on one free VEV, allowing for additional suppre
sions if that VEV is small.!

From the experimental limits on oscillations andDB52
nuclear decays@40#, one finds

Uc
~6!&10211mprop

5 , ~29!

whereUc
(6) is the product of the unitary matrix elements f

the six external fermions onto the neutron states andmprop is
in TeV. Again one would need one or more of the states
almost decouple from the first family.

R-parity violating processes. The lepton- and baryon
violating couplings imply that there is no stable LSP. E.g.
one assumes that the LSP is a gaugino, the baryon-viola
coupling allows for a decay of a gaugino into three qua
via the exchange of a virtual squark, as shown in Fig. 1~b!,
and the lepton-violating coupling into three leptons via
virtual slepton, by a diagram analogous to Fig. 1~a!.

2. Textures

The Yukawa couplings for the ordinary quarks display
possible texture for the down-type quarks, if the Higgs do
blets hc , hb , and hg all acquire VEV’s. In this case, the
mass matrix for the down-type quarks is11

M5S ^hg&
a5

~3!x2

A2M Pl
2 ^hb&

a5
~6!x2

A2M Pl
2

0

^hg&
a5

~4!x2

A2M Pl
2 ^hb&

a5
~5!x2

A2M Pl
2

0

0 0 g^hc&

D , ~30!

n

an

11It is possible for̂ hg& and^hb& to accquire phases by a spont
neous breaking ofCP for some symmetry breaking patterns@27#.
However, these phases can be absorbed into the definition o
mass eigenstate quarks, so thatUCKM is real for this model.

FIG. 4. Diagrams for theDB52 processesN→N̄ ~neutron os-
cillation! or DB52 nuclear decay. The tri-scalar vertex in~b! cor-
responds to a soft supersymmetry breaking ‘‘A-term.’’ Hereub8 , dc

anddb are the congugate ofub
c8 , dc

c anddb
c .
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and the mass terms in the Lagrangian are

2Lmass5~Qa ,Qb ,Qc!MS da/c
c

dd
c

db
c
D . ~31!

The stateda
c is the partner of the exoticDa ; both remain

massless in this model. It may be possible for all four Hig
doublets h̄c , hc , hb and hg to acquire non-zero VEV’s.
Then the mass matrix for the down-type quarks has the m
general form given in Eq.~30!, which by inspection demon
strates that there is no mixing between the third family a
the first two families. In general, there are three mass
states: one heavy~bottom! quark, and two lighter quarks du
to suppressions from the higher order terms. One of th
may be massless if the string coefficientsa5

(3)5a5
(4) and

a5
(5)5a5

(6), which also results in nearly maximal mixing i
the case in whicĥ hb&;^hg). If either hb or hg does not
acquire a VEV, there will be one massless and two mas
eigenstates~once again, with a hierarchy of masses!. Clearly,
if both hb and Hg do not acquire VEV’s, the down quar
states of the first two families will remain massless.

It is convenient to define the dimensionless ratios~for the
case^hc&Þ0)

k3,45
^hg&

^hc&

a5
~3,4!x2

A2gMPl
2

;0.1
^hg&

^hc&
,

k5,65
^hb&

^hc&

a5
~5,6!x2

A2gMPl
2

;0.1
^hb&

^hc&
, ~32!

where the numerical values use the estimates ofa5 from Sec.
II. Then, neglecting the running of the Yukawas down to lo
energies, the quark masses are

~mu ,mc ,mt!5~0,0,1!3g^h̄c&,

~md ,ms ,mb!5~d1,d2,1!3g^hc&, ~33!

in which d1,2 are the mass eigenvalues

d1,25FS i 53
6 k i

2

2
7

1

2
~~k6

21k3
22k4

22k5
2!2

14~k6k51k3k4!2!1/2G1/2

. ~34!

Although this is not fully realistic, it illustrates the possibilit
of a realisticms /mb ratio due to the contribution of the fifth
order terms. Fork35k4 and k55k6, one hasmd50, as
expected. However, a smallmd/ms can emerge ifk3Þk4 or
k5Þk6. One does not expect thea’s of the same order to be
equal in general, leading to the possibility of a smallmd/ms
even though they both are from dimension 5 operators.
expected ratios of the doublet VEV’s will be discussed
@27#. It is straightforward to determine the Cabibb
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Kbayashi-Maskawa~CKM! quark mixing matrix corre-
sponding to this texture. One finds

UCKM5S cosuc sinuc 0

2sinuc cosuc 0

0 0 1
D , ~35!

in which the mixing angleuc if given by

tan~2uc!5
2~k3k41k5k6!

k3
21k6

22k4
22k5

2. ~36!

For k35k4 and k55k6, one obtains maximal mixing and
uc5p/4. Relaxing the equality of thea5’s one obtains a
more realistic value foruc, as well asmd/msÞ0. However,
the relationuc;(md/ms)

1/2(;0.2) does not hold except fo
special values of the parameters.

As for the texture in the lepton sector, ifhg acquires a
non-zero VEV, then the termseb

chgha andei
chgha in Eq. ~25!

can ~slightly! break the~unrealistic! t-m degeneracy. How-
ever, the electron remains massless in this scenario.

3. Running of the gauge couplings

The mass spectrum for the quark sector for this mode
the same as in the previous case; hence, we adopt the
strategy for the running of the gauge couplings. Theb func-
tions, as listed in Table V, are similar to those of theP18P28P38
direction. Again we chooseas50.12 atMZ and run the cou-
plings to the string scale to determine the same value og
50.80. ~The number of massless colored fields is the sa
as in the previous example.! We find the valuesg150.40
~which includeskY511/3 factor! and g250.46 (k251) at
the electroweak scale, yielding sin2uW50.17.

B. PossibleU„1…8 symmetry breaking scenarios

In this model,w25 remains massless at the string sca
@see Table IV~b!#. This field, which hasU(1)8 charge oppo-
site in sign to all the other singlet fields@with nonzeroU(1)8
charge#, is required for ensuring theU(1)8D-flat direction,
and thus is necessary for the intermediate scale symm
breaking scenario, as discussed in@33#. TheU(1)8D-flat di-
rection involves w25 and one of the singlet fields
$w18,w19,w20,w21,w22%. The couplings of these single
fields seem to indicate that an intermediate scale flat di
tion involving w20 or w21 is potentially dangerous, as
would decoupleh̄c and, hence, the top quark coupling. How
ever, theD-flat directions involvingw20, w21 are notF-flat
at the renormalizable level. In particular, they are lifted
the couplingsw25w20w28 and w25w21w29, respectively, and
thus the symmetry breaking scale would take place at
electroweak scale.

If one can ensure that the supersymmetry breaking m
squares ofw20 and w21 stay positive at low energies, whil
mw25

2 1mw18/19/22

2 is negative, then we can have intermedia

scale symmetry breaking along theD-flat direction~s! w25
1w18/19/22.
5-17
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Using gauge invariance arguments and string selec
rules, we find that there are no higher dimensional n
renormalizable operators~NRO’s! in the superpotential in-
volving self-couplings of the singlets in the intermedia
scaleD-flat direction, which in principle could stabilize th
flat direction and determine the intermediate scale of
symmetry breaking. Hence, in this model the symme
breaking is purely radiative, with the scalemRAD very close
to the scale at which the sum of the mass squaresmw25

2

1mw18/19/22

2 crosses zero@33#.

After the intermediate scale symmetry breaking, the el
troweak symmetry breaking has a few novel features, dif
ent from the previous case:

~i! In this case,hc is heavy and decouples, and so t
bottom quark Yukawa is absent in the theory. The first a
second families can have electroweak scale masses ifhb and
hg acquire VEV’s. In addition, the decoupling ofhc makesm
and t massless at the electroweak scale, since coupl
hahcea

c andhdhcef
c all disappear. In addition,w20, w21, w28

andw29 all acquire intermediate scale masses. As a result
the trilinear ‘‘half’’ m-terms in Eq.~25! vanish.

~ii ! The running of the gauge couplings has to be modifi
in order to take into account the decoupling of the hea
states. However, the complete determination of the fie
with intermediate scale masses requires a detailed knowle
of the relevant NRO’s, and is beyond the scope of the pa

~iii ! In principle, it is also possible to give the total sin
glets ~with QY5Q850) intermediate scale VEV’s; sinc
they do not have anyD- term, the symmetry breaking sce
nario is similar to the case with the charged SM singlets i
D-flat direction. In this model, the only total singlets whic
have Yukawa couplings~and hence their mass squares c
be driven negative radiatively! are w28 and w29. However,
these fields couple tow25 at the effective trilinear level,
which give rise to effectiveF-terms that push the VEV’s
down to the electroweak scale. Therefore,w28 andw29 can-
not be involved in the intermediate scale flat direction at
same time asw25.

These possibilities are discussed in detail for specificAn-
sätze for the soft supersymmetry breaking mass terms
@27#, while the implications for generating the effectivem
term as well as ordinary and exotic fermion masses
higher dimensional operators@33# are deferred to a future
study.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have given a thorough investigation
the physics implications for the observable sector of
CHL5 model from the ‘‘top-down’’ approach. For this mod
a complete classification of theD- andF-flat directions due
to non-zero VEV’s of the non-Abelian singlets was fou
@18#; these directions were shown to be flat to all orders
string perturbation. Along all these flat directions there is
least one additionalU(1)8 factor ~along with the SM gauge
group!. We chose two particular flat directions as repres
tative examples which exhibit the type of physics pheno
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ena characteristic for the quasi-realistic string vacua base
free-fermionic constructions.

For each of the representative directions we found a co
plete massless spectrum and the trilinear terms in the obs
able sector of the superpotential.~We also determined the
terms of the observable sector fields to the hidden ones
may play a role in the RGE analysis.! Gauge invariant bilin-
ear and trilinear terms were first determined to all orders
fields with non-zero VEV’s along a particular flat directio
The subsequent string calculation for a particular gauge
variant term then determines whether this term is inde
there. Notably, the world-sheet constraints of string the
disallow a large number of gauge invariant terms; thus, th
are in general fewer terms than expected. These ‘‘string
lection rules’’ have in general important physics implic
tions:

Massless spectrum. Along with the MSSM particle con-
tent there are a large number of additional massless~at the
string scale! exotics. In the case of electroweak scaleU(1)8
breaking, the exotic fermions are light compared with t
electroweak scale, which is clearly excluded by experime
This feature seems to pose a serious problem in the se
for a realistic string vacuum.

Surprisingly, the type of massless particle content t
survives for the two representative flat directions, combin
with the higher Kacˇ-Moody level forU(1)Y , still allows for
a gauge coupling unification with a prediction for sinuW
;0.16 that, while not consistent with experiment, is not t
far away from the experimental value.

Trilinear couplings. The string models based on a fre
fermionic construction possess the feature that nonzero
linear terms at the third order are of the order of the gau
coupling, and thus large. For the particular model discus
they are equal tog or g/A2. @Such large trilinear terms fa
cilitate the radiative symmetry breaking scenarios of the S
andU(1)8 gauge structure.# Importantly, the trilinear terms
surviving at the fourth order turn out to have effective co
plings that are comparable to those at the third order@37#.
Only at the fifth and higher orders does the suppression
these coupling become significant, i.e., of order 1/10 a
smaller.

Again, the number of allowed trilinear terms in the supe
potential is significantly smaller than allowed by gauge
variance, which has a number of implications:

Fermion textures. The CHL5 model possesses a distin
feature that in the quark sector only one up-type and
down-type quark have Yukawa couplings at the third ord
while in the lepton sector generically twoe-type couplings
have Yukawa couplings at the third order, so that at
string scale there ist-b andt-m universality with the respec
tive couplingsg andg/A2. While t-b universality is consis-
tent with experiment for sufficiently large tanb, the ratio ofb
andt Yukawa couplings is somewhat large, andt-m univer-
sality is clearly not physical. For certain flat directions~e.g.,
the first example! there is no further texture in the fermio
mass matrix. On the other hand, in other directions~e.g., the
second example! the texture is induced at a higher order—
however, only in the down quark sector, and only cert
entries arising at a specific order~e.g., for the second ex
5-18
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ample, at the fifth order, but with thed-quark remaining
massless!. These features are modified in the intermedi
scale case, in which thehc acquires an intermediate sca
mass~and no VEV!, and most of the fermion masses wou
have to be generated by higher dimensional operators.

m parameter. In principle, there is the possibility of hav
ing a standard effectivem-term at the electroweak scale, du
to the trilinear couplings of the two standard Higgs doubl
~which respectively couple to thet- andb-quarks! to the SM
singlet~s! which acquire non-zero VEV’s at the electrowe
scale@and, if they are charged under the additionalU(1)8,
give mass to theZ8]. It turns out that there is no such ca
nonicalm-term in these examples. However, there are ‘‘no
canonical’’ m-terms that involve a standard Higgs doub
with a coupling to thet-quark and another Higgs field~which
may couple to thes- or d-quark at high orders!. This non-
canonicalm-parameter has interesting implications for t
neutralino and chargino sector mass patterns.

Baryon- and lepton-number violating couplings. In gen-
eral such couplings are present; they may induce proton
cay,N-N̄ oscillations and/or leptoquark couplings and bre
R-parity, so that there is no stable LSP. For specific dir
tions such couplings are absent or could be suppre
within a specific SM symmetry breaking scenario.

The U(1)8 symmetry breaking patterncan be either at an
intermediate or at the electroweak scale. It depends on
U(1)8 charges and the type of trilinear couplings of t
massless SM singlets. E.g., for the first representative di
tion all theU(1)8 charges of the massless SM singlets ha
the same sign; thus, there is noD-flat U(1)8 direction, and
the breaking necessarily takes place at the electroweak s
The particular values of theU(1)8 charges for the light par
ticle spectrum~which are family non-universal!, imply new
experimental constraints on thisZ8. On the other hand, in the
second example there is an additional massless SM sin
with the opposite sign ofU(1)8 charge from the other sin
glets, andF-flat U(1)8-directions for the trilinear couplings
and thus symmetry breaking can take place at an interm
ate scale. It turns out to be purely radiative in origin, beca
of the absence of the relevant nonrenormalizable terms in
superpotential.

Further specific properties of the symmetry breaking p
terns, and the corresponding mass spectrum at the e
troweak scale, depend on the soft supersymmetry brea
mass terms introduced by hand at the string scale. Spe
examples with a realistic electroweak SM andU(1)8 break-
ing pattern will be investigated in@27#.

While the trilinear couplings in the hidden sector were n
explored to all orders in the VEV’s of the fields in a partic
lar flat direction, the terms at the third and fourth order a
known @11#. ~Terms at higher orders are suppressed.! Further
investigation of the implications of the hidden sector is u
derway.

The work presented in this paper opens a number of
ther avenues for investigation. Specifically, the study of n
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renormalizable terms in the superpotential is needed. In
case the investigation is complicated by the fact that alo
with the direct determination of the non-renormalizab
terms in string theory there are additional induced terms
to the decoupling effects of the fields that became heavy a
vacuum restabilization.~For a detailed investigation of thes
decoupling effects see@25#.! Further study of the correction
to the Köhler potential after vacuum restabilization is al
needed. These effects may have further implications for
mass spectrum in the intermediate scaleU(1)8 breaking sce-
narios. In particular, a number of exotic fields could acqu
mass at a scale larger than the electroweak one. In addi
additional entries in the fermion textures can appear and
fective m term can be generated@33#.

The techniques for systematic classification ofD- and
F-flat directions @17,18# for perturbative heterotic string
vacua with anomalousU(1)8 and the subsequent determin
tion of the mass spectrum and coupling of the restabiliz
vacua, as investigated in this paper, are general, and ca
applied immediately to the study of other quasi-realis
models, which is also underway. These techniques may
be applied to the study ofnon-perturbativeheterotic string
vacua with anomalousU(1)8 @41#.

The models discussed in this paper are not fully realis
and contain such features as very light or massless ex
fermions, charginos, and neutralinos, an unwantedt-m uni-
versality and undesirable ratio of theb- and t-string scale
Yukawa couplings, unrealistic fermion textures, and poss
proton decay, etc. However, they also contain at least
gauge structure and particle content of the MSSM, and ill
trate a number of features of this class of string models
are likely to be present in many other string models, inclu
ing nonperturbative ones. These include additionalZ8
bosons, which may have family-nonuniversal couplings a
which may have masses either at the electroweak scale o
intermediate scale, exotic fermions and their scalar partn
approximate gauge unification, the possibility of effecti
non-standardm terms, an extended neutralino or chargi
spectrum, the possibility of baryon and/or lepton numb
violation, andR-parity violation, leading to the absence of
stable LSP, leptoquark couplings, and non-standard char
or neutralino decays.
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